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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a novel approach to solve the constrained unit 
commitment problem using Selective Self-Adaptive Ant System 
(SSAS) for improving search performance by automatically adapting 
ant populations and their transition probability parameters, which 
cooperates with Candidate Path Management Module (CPMM) and 
Effective Repairing Heuristic Module (ERHM) in reducing search 
space and recovering a feasible optimality region so that a high 
quality solution can be acquired in a very early iterative. The 
proposed SSAS algorithm not only enhances the convergence of 
search process, but also provides a suitable number of the population 
sharing which conducts a good guidance for trading-off between the 
importance of the visibility and the pheromone trail intensity. The 
proposed method has been performed on a test system up to 100 
generating units with a scheduling time horizon of 24 hours. The 
numerical results show the most economical saving in the total 
operating cost when compared to the previous literature results. 
Moreover, the proposed SSAS topology can remarkably speed up the 
computation time of ant system algorithms, which is favorable for a 
large-scale unit commitment problem implementation.   
 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: 
 

I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Application and Expert Systems-
Industrial Automation; I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem 
Solving, Control Methods, and Serach- heuristic methods 
 

General terms: Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation 
 

Keywords: 
Unit commitment, Ant system, Selective Self-Adaptive approach 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Unit Commitment (UC) is one of the most important plans for the 
electric utility company to determine most economical start-up and 
shut-down times for the electrical power generating units to meet a 
load demand while satisfying a set of operational constraints. As the 
energy market moves toward deregulation, the UC schedule directly 
affects the production cost, making it an essential input to successful 
bidding strategy. It is recognized that UC problem is a large and 
complex mathematical optimization with both integer and continuous 
variables. The exact solution to the problem can be obtained only by 
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complete enumeration, which cannot be applied to a realistic power 
system due to its excessive computation time requirement [1], [2].  

The Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) method is a fair agreement 
between solution quality and computation requirement for a large-
scale UC problem [3], [4]. Although LR method can provide a fast 
solution but sometime it suffers from numerical convergence problem 
especially when the problem is non-convex. Beside, this method 
strongly depends on the technique used to update Lagrange 
multipliers. Most researchers dealing with LR use gradient method to 
achieve this task. However, the solution obtained from gradient-based 
method undergoes from convergence problem and always gets stuck 
into a local optimum.  

In order to overcome these problems of UC, many stochastic 
optimizations such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) [5] and Evolutionary 
Programming (EP) [6] were introduced into power system 
optimization. These methods begin with a population of starting 
points, and use only the objective function information for searching. 
Therefore, these methods can provide a high-quality solution. 
However, GA and EP always suffer from a big problem, that they 
take a long computational time of evolving process. 

Recently, Ant System (AS) [7] is a class of heuristic search 
algorithms that is inspired by the behavior of colonies of real ants, and 
in particular how they forage for food, and have been successfully 
applied to Traveling Salesman Problem with better solution than GA 
in performance. In the literatures of [8] and [9], many AS approaches 
have been applied to combinatorial optimization problems of UC 
planning with good results. Nevertheless, AS still strongly needs 
many techniques to develop it to be better when applied to large-scale 
UC problem solving. Therefore, this paper employs ant system 
algorithms based on the selective self-adaptive approach combined 
with many newly developed techniques for providing a beneficial  
attribution to AS application in the field of UC problem, and 
improving the performance of AS algorithms in such the way of high-
quality UC solution within a reasonable computation time for solving 
a large-scale UC problem.  

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
2.1 Notation 
 i              Index of generating unit; 
 t              Index of unit commitment hour; 
 k           Index of ant agent based ranking; 
 u             Index of searching iteration; 
 j             Index of candidate path; 
 ai, bi, ci    Cost function parameters of unit i; 
 Pi,t        Generation of unit i at hour t; 
 Fi,t(Pi,t)    Fuel cost of unit i at hour t ($/h); 
 FT         Total operating cost over the scheduling horizon ($); 
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Yes  

No  

Yes  

No  

 Pmini        Unit i minimum generation limit (MW); 
 Pmaxi        Unit i maximum generation limit (MW); 
 Dt System peak demand at hour t (MW); 
 Rt System reserve at hour t (MW); 
 SCi,t Start-up cost of unit i at hour t; 
 T Scheduling time horizon; 
 N               Number of generating unit; 
 Tupi Unit i minimum up time; 
 Tdowni Unit i minimum down time; 
 Xi,t Unit i status at hour t: =1 if the unit is ON and 0 if OFF at 

hour t; 
 Vi,t Unit i start-up/shutdown status at hour t: =1 if the unit is 

started at hour t and 0 otherwise; 
 Tcoldi Cold start hour of unit i; 
 Xoffi Duration during which unit i is continuously OFF; 
 Xoni Duration during which unit i is continuously ON; 
 HSTi Hot start-up cost of unit i; 
 CSTi Cold start-up cost of unit i. 

2.2 Objective function 
The major cost of thermal generating units is the fuel cost of the 
committed units that is conventionally taken in a quadratic form. 
 

  $/hour   (1) 
 
Accordingly, the overall objective function of the constrained UC 
problem by the total operating cost is: 

     
$           (2) 

 

2.3 Constraints 
2.3.1 Load demand: 
 

All committed units must satisfy the power demand in each forecasted 
UC hour. 
 

      (3) 
       
 
2.3.2  Spinning reserve 
 

Spinning reserve is the total amount of generation capacity available 
from all units synchronized (spinning) on the system minus the 
present load demand. This is necessary due to certain outage of 
equipment. Spinning reserve requirement may be specified in terms of 
excess generation capacity or some form of reliability measure. 

 
(4) 

 
 

2.3.3 Generation limits 
 

Generation limits ensure that the generated power provides the 
minimum and maximum capacity requirements of the corresponding 
generators for all UC hours. 

 
(5) 

 
2.3.4 Minimum up/down time 
 

Due to the characteristics of generators, the minimum uptime and 
downtime constraint assures that a generator will stay at the state for 
at least a given length of time.  

 
(6) 

 
 
In this work, the start-up cost depends upon the types of start-up 
method: Hot Start-up (HST) or Cold Start-up (CST), in order to 
calculate the start-up cost characteristics of each generator.   
 

                           
$       (7) 

 
3.  THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Ant System (AS) has been developed by Dorigo et al. [10], [11]. It is 
proposed as a viable new approach to stochastic combinatorial 
optimization. The idea is inspired by an observation of real ant 
behaviors. A colony of ants is able to succeed in a task to find the 
shortest path between the nest and the food source. It was found that 
ants deposit a chemical substance trail, called pheromone, on the 
ground when they move. This pheromone can be observed by other 
ants and motivates them to follow the path with a high probability. 
That is how the trail is reinforced and many ants follow that trail. The 
final result is that very soon all ants will choose the shortest path in 
their movement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1.  Overall flowchart of the proposed SSAS topology 

 

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed SSAS topology. The 
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details of the proposed method are described below. There are four 
essential blocks, which represent the overall idea. 

3.1 Block 1: Initialize parameters and search space 
For the initialization of the proposed algorithm, the input data of 
generators including forecasted load demand are assigned to the 
SSAS program. The representation of UC solution is important. In our 
solution, the bit strings consist of the status ON/OFF for each 
generating unit during the UC hour horizon represented as ‘1’ or ‘0’, 
respectively. The length of the bit strings in the columns is equal to 
the number of generating units. This paper is to consider a future 24-
hour of UC problem so that 24 bits strings are given for the rows of 
UC solution format. Then, the initial parameters of pheromone trail 
intensity, transition probability, and the initial of ant populations are 
also declared at this step. By the proposed SSAS, the number of ant 
populations can be adaptively changed during the search process 
according to the proposed selective self-adaptive approach. 

 
(8) 

 
 
Here, a new priority index in (8), named as the Average Increment 
Maximum Power (AIMP), is created based on each generating unit’s 
characteristics, and is suggested to be used along with the proposed 
SSAS approach. Respecting to AIMP index in sorted ascending, the 
status of each generator is set to ‘ON’ until the total generation is 
sufficient for the spinning reserve constraint in (4) in every UC hour. 
 

3.2 Block 2: Candidate path management module  
As we know, the nature of UC problems contains many combination 
search spaces that rise up exponentially when the number of 
generating units is increased. To create a multi-stage search space, the 
Block 2 of the Candidate Path Management Module (CPMM) is 
introduced as a tool to propagate only the essential combinations from 
big search space, as much as possible to diminish UC search domain, 
which is an improved way of reducing computational time burden. 
This CPMM also records information such as the economic dispatch 
solutions and SSAS searching history while the program is running. 
Giving to the CPMM candidate paths, the UC bit string combinations 
for each hour are trimly selected within the range of 1.1Dt to 1.5Dt 
based on the AIMP index. While running SSAS program, the CPMM 
can be automatically updated depending on the new comings of 
candidate paths, which are generated by the proposed effective 
repairing heuristic module. This set of feasible candidates is supposed 
never to be empty and they are tested for the solution satisfaction of 
the forecasted load demand according to the spinning reserve in (4) 
against the upper and lower bound of total generating capacity in (5). 
This proposed method does not only propagate as many as possible 
ways to cover search regions, but also reduces CPU memory by 
collecting only the essential candidate paths. Consequently, the 
optimal UC solution can be acquired at a very early stage.  

 

3.3. Block 3: Effective repairing heuristic module  
For Block 3, the process of repairing or correcting the violated 
schedule is addressed by means of a new approach, named as the 
Effective Repairing Heuristic Module (ERHM), which is the heuristic 
defined to be used for recovering an infeasible UC solution for the 
satisfactions of certain performances criteria, and to produce a high-
quality feasible UC solution. In this paper, many new heuristics are 
introduced to satisfy the UC constraints in the following: 
 
 

3.3.1 The ON/OFF majority classification heuristic 
 

From the UC solution after ant agents generate their tour along UC 
hours planning, the ON/OFF status of generating units is already 
arranged from the data base of CPMM. Next, each generating unit is 
classified into “ON-majority” and “Off-majority”. Horizontally, if the 
statuses of whatever unit are ‘0’ more than 12 hours, it is set to be as 
“Off-majority”, and then the unit statuses between the first hour to the 
last hour which show ‘0’ in that unit will be set to be ‘0’. On the 
contrary, if the statuses of whatever unit are ‘1’ more than 12 hours, it 
is set as “ON-majority”, and then, the unit statuses between the first 
hour and the last hour which show ‘1’ will be set to be ‘1’ as well. 
Generally speaking, this heuristic tends to modify the ON/OFF unit 
status to be the continuous operation on the majority way that unit is 
operating for saving the total start-up cost of UC planning. 

    

3.3.2  Early Starting-up heuristic  
 

Due to the hot start-up having a cheaper cost than the cold start-up, 
this heuristic attempts to operate generating units continuously and 
start them up as fast as possible within the hot-starting hour in respect 
to the statuses of generating units for saving the total start-up cost. 
Considering UC hours, if the cost of early starting-up is lower when 
compared to the economic dispatch cost by a well-know λ-iteration 
method [1], this heuristic changes the unit statuses form ‘0’ to ‘1’ 
horizontally, and then moves to do the same on the next upper units 
ordering to the proposed AMIP index. Conversely, if there is no 
improvement, it will stop and go back to the prior solution. 

 

3.3.3 Stamping heuristic based Probabilistic Start-up Index 
 

Because of some UC hours appearing insufficiently below the load 
demand constraint in (3) or the spinning reserve constraint in (4), 
these hours need to start up other units to provide enough generation 
power. Here, the classification is revised again; the units are classified 
into the two types, that are “Free start-up unit” (FS) and “Non-free 
start-up unit” (NFS). The FS is the unit which has minimum up time 
equal to 1 hour. The NFS is the unit which has minimum up time 
more than 1 hour. As shown in Fig. 2 for a 10-unit system, “Sufficient 
hour” is for the unaccepted hour of the spinning reserve constraint in 
(4), and “Insufficient hour” for the accepted hour of the spinning 
reserve constraint in (4).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  Illustration of the proposed stamping heuristic 

 
 

This new heuristic probabilistically decides to stamp “Horizontal 
strings”, beginning since the first “Insufficient hour” to the last on the 
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classified “Off-majority” units of NFS. On this way of the approach, 
“Horizontal string”, is set up specifically filled with ‘1’, and its length 
is equal to minimum up-time of the considered unit. If “Horizontal 
string” is longer than the last UC hour, then, it is cut in range of the 
last hour UC planning. 

The first column of Fig.2 is generating unit ranking based on the 
AIMP index. Especially for NFS zone, this heuristic is designed to 
rank them according to their start-up cost, as shown in Fig.2, 
comparing among U3, U7 and U6, the cheapest unit (U6) is located 
on the bottom. In cases of a large-scale UC problem, there is often a 
large number of generating units. To overcome this problem, the 
number of units which are to be stamped is in range of ½ to ¾ of the 
NFS zone. The number of stamping units can be determined 
probabilistically by proposing Useful Power Index (UPI) and the 
Probabilistic Start-up Index (PSI) as follows: 

 
(9) 

 
 

(10) 
 
 
where si is the index of the unit in range of NFS, when si= (1,2,…,SI),  
SI is the index of the last unit in range of NFS, when 
SI=(1,2,…,SImax), SImax is the index of the maximum last unit in range 
of NFS, st is the index of the hour in range of “Horizontal strings”, 
when st =(1,2….,ST), and ST= the longest string in the group of 
horizontal strings 

In the proposed method, the PSI reflexes a possible chance to have 
a good stamping position in the number of generating units of NFS, 
referring to the usefulness of all gained generation power based UPI 
against the spinning reserve constraint in (4) for every hour located in 
length of “Horizontal strings”. Based on a well-known Roulette 
Wheel selection process, this PSI provides diversity behavior to the 
candidate paths of CPMM automatically so that there is no worry that 
SSAS will be stuck on a premature convergence solution. After that, 
the sum of generation power provided by the stamping heuristic for 
the combinations is near to satisfying the spinning reserve constraint 
in (4), the probability of the combinations being optimum is high, but 
some hours may be over or below the constraint in (4). Excluding 
NFS zone, for an excess generation hour, this heuristic looks to 
change ‘1’ to ‘0’ status according to the AIMP index until it meets the 
constraint in (4). Inversely, for a lacking generation hour, this 
heuristic assigns to change ‘0’ to ‘1’ status in the same fashion with 
no violation of the minimum up-down time constraint in (6). For a 
large number of units, the ERHM may need more than one time of 
heuristics process to fix them, but the final solution is promisingly 
observed to be feasible in all improvements.  

 

3.4 Block 4: Selective self-adaptive approach 
It has been noted in the literature that the initial ant population and 
transition probability parameters can play a role in the performance of 
AS algorithms [7] so that some techniques should be invented for the 
setting of these parameters, otherwise we must take time to find the 
optimal constants or it may converge to the local minimum. This 
proposed method improves the performance of AS algorithms by 
automatically adjusting the number of ant populations and transition 
probability parameters with a significant margin comparing to the 
recording information and solutions in the neighborhoods of CPMM. 
The process of selective self-adaptive approach is updated every 
iteration based on a new concept of population sharing for the UC 
solution evaluation as described in section 4. 

After completing Block 4, SSAS moves to do pheromone updating 
based the diversity control approach [12], and then, the process will 
end if “stopping criterion” is satisfied, otherwise it is back to continue 
the search process. There may be several possible conditions to stop 
the search. In this paper, we use the counter of cycles performed since 
the best solution last changed is greater than a setting value. 

4. SELECTIVE SELF-ADAPTIVE APPROACH 
In our context of the proposed selective self-adaptive approach, the 
objective of this development is to reinforce search performance for 
ambiguous UC solution hours. The number of ant agents can be 
selectively transferred, and their transition probability parameters can 
also be adjusted for good trading-off between the visibility and the 
pheromone trail intensity of each UC hour planning. Generally, in 
population-based search optimization methods, a high diversity is 
necessary during the early part of the search to allow using the full 
range of search space. On the other hand, during the latter part of the 
search, when the algorithm is converging nearby an optimal solution, 
fine-tuning algorithms are important to meet a global optima for 
effectiveness of finding a good UC planning solution. In our 
algorithm, the agents move effectively, the parameters are selected 
and adjusted adaptively. It has fewer restrictions on AS parameters 
presetting, requires less computational time, and has better clustering 
quality. 

 
4.1 Selective self-adaptive ant populations 
In our design, the hours of UC planning are petitioned into two groups 
that are “Least Path Hour (LPH)” and “Non-least Path Hour (NPH)”. 
For the first group, the hours which give the highest pheromone trail 
intensity on the lowest economic dispatch cost among the candidate 
paths of CPMM, it can be set to the LPH(s). For the second group, the 
hours that give the highest pheromone on the other paths, but not the 
lowest economic dispatch cost can be set to the NPH(s). The ant 
populations then immigrate from LPH to NPH according to the 
proposed formula of Sharing Population Index (SPI) in (11). The SPI 
is proportional to the inverse of the difference of pheromone trail 
intensity on the NPH between the maximum value and the average 
value among the candidate path groups of CPMM. If there is much 
difference, we can know that it needs more ant populations to make a 
clear decision by pheromone trail information, and to reduce an 
ambiguous one by spreading the population to other candidate paths. 
By this way, the proposed SPI can be viewed as the alimentation of 
population distributing based on the remaining pheromone trail 
intensity left by ant agents. Where tn is the index of NPH, 
(tn=1,2,…,TN). TN is the number of all NPH(s). τmax

tn,u and   τmean
tn,u 

are the maximum and the mean value of pheromone trail intensity 
among candidate paths of tn NPH at iteration u, respectively. 
 
 

(11) 
 
 

 
(12) 

 
After we can get the SPI(s) of all NPH(s), those SPI(s) are ranked; 

the highest SPI would be on the top rank. Then, the Immigrated 
Population Index (IPI) can be calculated as shown in (12), where 
POPtl,u is the number of ant population in tl LPH at iteration u by 
ranking of highest pheromone trail intensity contained in the 
candidate paths, (tl=1,2,…,TL). TL is the number of all LPH(s). So, 
the LPH(s) which have high pheromone trail intensity would be raised 
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to the upper rank, and get ready for emigrating ant agents to other 
NPH(s). The immigration can be maintained in such a way that the 
population of NPH(s) would be increased, and the population of 
LPH(s) would be decreased referring to the proposed SPI. By 
matching of both group’s ranking with the same index, starting at tl=1 
and tn=1, the immigration process is restricted to transfer only the 
number of populations that LPH(s) can support to NPH(s). Limitation 
of transferred ant agents is also presented here for the suitable number 
to maintain some ant agents on LPH(s) everlastingly. In this paper, we 
set the initial of ant populations (POPint) for all hours as the round 
number of (13), the lower limit is set to the half of initial value, and 
the upper limit is set to the triple of initial value.  
 

(13) 
 
 

When using this proposed concept, the ant population in each UC 
hour would not be equal; depending on whether the classification is 
LPH or NPH. The NPH(s) that ant agents flow into means those hours 
need more agents for better decision by the pheromone laying down 
process. Inversely, the LPH(s) that ant agents go out means those 
hours can have enough agents for good decision making. There is less 
chance that the solution will be stuck on a local optima because the 
classified hours can be changed in every iteration based on the 
probabilistically search concept. These behaviors give us a benefit 
that the presetting initial populations are of less significance for the 
proposed method. The SSAS provides automatically distribution for 
the number of ant populations to UC hours so that the fitness of each 
agent is greatly improved by this reasonable reinforcement.  

 

4.2  Selective self-adaptive transition probability  
       parameters 
In this section, we also propose a new method to adjust transition 
probability parameters of trail decision formula in (14) adaptively. 
These parameters, represented as alpha (αt,u) and beta (βt,u), control 
the relative importance of the pheromone trail and the visibility, 
respectively.  

 
 

(14) 
 
 

 
Where pj

t,u is the transition probability of j candidate path of t hour at 
u iteration, (j = 1,2, …. Jt,u), Jt,u is maximum candidate path of t hour 
at u iteration. τ j

t,u is the pheromone intensity of j candidate path of t 
hour at u iteration. F j

t,u is the fuel cost by economic dispatch of j 
candidate path of t hour at u iteration. Q is a constant related the 
quantity of trail laid by ants. 

Setting αt,u equal to zero, pheromone trail level is no longer 
considered, and a stochastic greedy algorithm would dominate. On 
the other hand, setting βt,u equal to zero, the visibility is to be ignored. 
Trading off between them ordering to the ant population in each UC 
hour is essential and significantly resulted to the convergence of UC 
solution. Conventionally, it always set to constant value at all times of 
searching [7]. So, this paper proposes a new time-varying adjustment 
of both parameters for suitable tuning between the visibility and 
pheromone trail level of each UC hour depending on the number of 
population via Gaussian function as shown in (15). 

 
(15) 

 
 

(16) 
 
 
Where POPt,u is the number of the present ant population of hour t at 
iteration u, POPt,u-1 is the number of the previous ant population of 
hour t at iteration u-1. The property of Gaussian function gives a 
range between 1 to 0, when xt,u in (16) is the ratio of the different 
population and the previous population of hour t at iteration u. On the 
other hand, If Gaussian function is equal to 0, it means POPt,u is the 
same as POPt,u-1, and it would be more than 0 when it has population 
transferring.  As shown in (17)-(20), in case of increasing population 
of UC hours, αt,u is adapted in the direction to increase (+) the 
importance of pheromone trail, and to decrease (-) βt,u concerning to 
the importance of visibility for better search decision of NPH.   
 
For increasing population: 

(17) 
 
 

 (18) 
 
For decreasing population: 
 

(19) 
 

 
 

(20) 
 
Oppositely, if decreasing population happens, αt,u is adapted in the 
direction to decrease (-) the importance of pheromone trail, and to 
increase (+) the importance of visibility for improving speed of 
searching, and it also tends to emigrate ant agents to help other UC 
hours in next iteration. For this proposed method in the second term 
of (17)-(20), we design these formulas in the fashion of swapping 
both parameters and multiplying them by the term of Gaussian 
function to reduce the significance of presetting initial value of αint 
and βint, and also to give the benefit of pulling back the step changing 
when the adjusting goes to wrong direction. Formally, the pheromone 
trail information still has more essential than the visibility for AS 
search guidance. As is shown in (19), we divide the second term by 
the bias parameter of βt,u-1 to delay the decreasing of αt,u. When 
adaptive transition probability parameters are applied, the adjusting 
would result in the transition probability in (14). Too small αt,u and 
large βt,u causes little chance of the diversity, while small βt,u and 
large αt,u gives strong concern of the pheromone trail importance 
more than the visibility when SSAS needs to reinforce decision 
process of a local search, and to diverge UC solution far away form a 
local optima. In this paper, we set the minimum and maximum range 
of 1 to 5 for both αt,u and βt,u. 
 
4.3 Updating pheromone based diversity control 
The number of ant populations are performed with respect to above 
the given procedures, whereas the pheromone updating strategy is 
made probabilistically based on the diversity control approach [12] in 
the following equations: 

 

(21) 
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(22) 

 
 

  Best path 
(23) 

           Non-best path 
 
Where k is the index of ant agent (k = 1,2, …. Kt,u), Kt,u is the 
maximum number of ant agents of t hour at u iteration,  FTbest

u is the 
best (lowest) total operating cost of u iteration. ρ is the constant of 
pheromone evaporation, in this paper we set ρ=0.5 and Q=10000. By 
these rules, pheromone intensity will be updated based the diversity 
control to favor the exploration of different paths during the whole 
search process. Therefore, the desirability of candidate paths can be 
dynamically changed. Moreover, transition probability parameters 
can be adaptively related to the concept of the proposed selective self-
adaptive approach. It allows agents to find better paths so far using 
pheromone information based adaptive populations. The optimal 
solution can be enhanced through these processes. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 

The objective of this section is to illustrate the capability of the 
proposed algorithm in terms of SSAS solutions quality and CPU time 
requirements.  The original system consisted of 10 generating units 
[13] whose load demand over a planning horizon of one day, was 
divided into 24 hours and generating parameters are provided in the 
Appendix (see Table A and B). The 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 units data 
are obtained by replicating the base case (10 units), whereas the load 
demands are adjusted in proportion to the system sizes. In the 
simulation, the spinning reserve requirement in each hour is assumed 
to be 10% of the power demand during that hour without violating 
any ramp rate constraints.  

The UC simulation results of the proposed SSAS are compared 
against several UC solution methods taken from the previous 
publications in the following: Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) [13], 

Genetic Algorithms [13], Evolutionary Programming (EP) [6], 
Improved Cooperative Genetic Algorithms (ICGA) [14], Genetic 
Algorithms for Unit Commitment (GAUC) [15], Fast Genetic 
Algorithms (FGA) [16], and Enhanced Lagrangian Relaxation (ELR) 
[17]. For confirming the performance, the proposed SSAS is also 
compared to the results of AS based the diversity control approach 
(DAS) [9]. All computations for the proposed SSAS method, and 
DAS as well, are performed on Pentium M, 1.5 MHz based M-file 
source codes of MATLAB programming. 

The comparison results of the total operating costs with the 
literature results are shown in Table 1. As shown, the costs obtained 
from the SSAS approach are equal to some methods in the case of 10 
and 20 units systems, but significantly lower than those from the 
literature methods for different numbers of 40 up to 100 units.  

It is also shown that because of a good sharing in ant populations 
based the selective self-adaptive approach, so that SSAS is found to 
be the best economical saving solution over the DAS. Table 2 
provides a CPU times comparison of SSAS with the previous 
literature. From the aspect of computational efficiency, although they 
may not be directly comparable with the previous literatures due to 
different computers used, the trend of computational times of 10 up to 
100-unit system shown that SSAS slightly provides a reasonable 
computational time in every unit cases. In cases of 10 up to 20 units, 
although SSAS takes a little longer than that by the ELR, but in cases 
of the large-scale UC problem of 40 up to 100-unit, SSAS can reach 
faster CPU time accompany with much lower total operating UC cost 
than those by the literature methods. Moreover, with the concept of 
proposed SSAS, the CPU time acquired by SSAS is also remarkably 
lower than DAS.  

To demonstrate the changing of ant populations in each hour of UC 
planning applied with the proposed SSAS, Fig. 4 shows the 
population adaptations to reach the solution of 80-unit test system. All 
UC hours are assigned by the initial value of ant population at 112 ant 
populations, that is determined by (13) according to the number of 
generating units in 24 hours. 

  
Table 1. The comparison results of UC solution 

 

  Units                                                                                      Total Operating Costs ($)   
                             LR               GA               EP               ICGA             GAUC                FGA                       ELR             DAS              SSAS           
                            [13]              [13]              [6]                [14]                 [15]                  [16]                       [17]                [9] 

    10                    565,825        565,825         564,551        566,404         563,977                 -                        563,977          563,977         563,977          
    20                 1,130,660     1,126,243       1,125,494     1,127,244      1,123,516                -                     1,123,297       1,125,826      1,123,297       
    40                 2,258,503     2,251,911       2,249,093     2,254,123      2,249,715         2,247,336             2,244,237       2,254,094      2,243,588       
    60                 3,394,066     3,376,625       3,371,611     3,366,210      3,375,065         3,367,637             3,363,491       3,374,039      3,362,824       
    80                 4,526,022     4,504,933       4,498,479     4,498,943      4,505,614         4,491,509             4,485,633       4,495,730      4,484,591       
    100               5,657,277     5,627,437       5,623,885     5,630,838      5,626,514         5,610,855             5,605,678       5,627,847      5,603,186       

 
 

Table 2. The comparison results of CPU time 
 

   Units                                                                                                   CPU Time (s)                        
                 LR                  GA                 EP             ICGA             GAUC              FGA                       ELR               DAS              SSAS          
                [13]                [13]                 [6]              [14]                 [15]                 [16]                        [17]               [9] 

   10                          -                  221                100                -                      85                      -                           4.0                157                 8.0                   
   20                          -                  733                340                -                    225                      -                            16                352                 18                     
   40                          -                  2697            1176                -                    614                    29                           52                749                 27                     
   60                          -                  5840            2267                -                  1085                    42                         113              1240                 38                     
   80                          -                10036            3584                -                  1975                    60                         209              2508                 43                     
  100                         -                15733            6120                -                  3547                    75                         345              4965                 62                     
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Figure 4. Populations adaptation of 80-unit system 

As shown in Fig 4., SSAS decreases ant populations in the hours that 
the cheapest economic dispatch cost can give the highest pheromone 
paths of CPMM, which means it can provided a good decision by 
itself so that emigrating ant populations to help other UC hours would 
probably be better, and it also helps to reduce overall CPU time of 
searching. The flat dash line between the UC hours 7 to 15 is the 
result of ant populations maintaining to reserve the agents being 
higher than the lower limit of (13).     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.   Alpha and Beta adaptation of 80-unit system 

For adaptation result in transition probability parameters of 
αt,u and βt,u, Fig. 5 shows the changing of αt,u and βt,u. It has been 
shown that there is a significant relation between the transition 
probability parameters and the number of ant population in each UC 
hour. Respecting to (17)-(20), when the number of ant populations are 
increased, αt,u (s) are increased and βt,u (s) are decreased concerning 
the pheromone trail information which comes from the transferred 
agents. Conversely, when SSAS decreases populations, αt,u (s) are 
decreased and βt,u (s) are increased to accelerate the search process 
concerning the economic dispatch cost results more than pheromone 
trail information provided by ant agents. Fig.6 shows the comparison 
of solution convergence trends of 80-unit system between DAS and 
SSAS. Ant system algorithm is a stochastic technique. In order to test 
the robustness of the proposed method, we made the competition of 

15 iterations searching. Each algorithm was run five times and the 
results shown in this figure are averages across those five runs of its 
best solution. It is seen that SSAS has noticeably improved the speed 
of convergence. It is clearly better when compared to DAS.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6.  UC solution convergence of 80-unit system 

Simulation results shown that SSAS scheme can effectively 
improve UC solution optimality at a sight cost of less computational 
time when compared to the literatures. These potentials and 
effectiveness of the proposed SSAS show that it has an outstanding 
performance, which is favorable for a large-scale constrained UC 
problem implementation. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
A new algorithm of ant system based on the selective self-adaptive 
approach has been presented to the constrained unit commitment 
problem. It is necessary to enhance a standard AS performance based 
UC problem with the addition of an adaptive algorithms for the 
number of ant populations and transition probability parameters in 
order to obtain a satisfactory UC solution within a reasonable CPU 
time. By avoiding the infeasible of UC solutions and recovering high-
quality candidate path neighbors, the effective repairing heuristic 
module incorporated with the candidate path management module is 
introduced as an effective tool for UC problem solution so that the 
execution time of the proposed SSAS is significantly reduced. The 
performance of the proposed SSAS algorithm is compared to those of 
the existing literature methods in dealing with the constraints of UC 
problem and reaching better UC solutions have been validated in this 
paper. Additionally, due to the proposed SSAS affords the benefits of 
good adaptability and reasonability to operate based on the population 
adjustments and the pheromone trail intensity evaluations, simulation 
results in scheduling of a test system up to 100 units is shown that the 
searching convergence of SSAS is noticeably improved when 
compared to the DAS. These advantages indicate that the proposed 
SSAS has satisfactory performance for applying to unit commitment 
problems. 
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        Appendix 
 

 Table A: Load demand 
 

Hour Load (MW) Hour Load (MW) Hour Load (MW) 
1 700 9 1300 17 1000 
2 750 10 1400 18 1100 
3 850 11 1450 19 1200 
4 950 12 1500 20 1400 
5 1000 13 1400 21 1300 
6 1100 14 1300 22 1100 
7 1150 15 1200 23 900 
8 1200 16 1050 24 800 

 

 
 

Table B: Unit data for the ten-unit system 
 

                              Unit1           Unit2             Unit3            Unit4               Unit5 

        Pmax(MW)             455              455                130              130                  162 
 Pmin(MW)              150              150                20                 20                    25 

        c ($/h)                  1000             970                700              680                  450 
 b ($/MWh)              16.19           17.26             16.60           16.50               19.70 

        a  ($/MW2-h)            0.00048       0.00031         0.002           0.00211          0.00398 
 Min up  (h)               8                  8                    5                    5                      6 

        Min down (h)           8                  8                    5                    5                      6  
 Hot start cost ($)      4500           5000               550              560                   900 

        Cold start cost ($)     9000           10000             1100            1120                1800 
 Cold start hour (h)    5                  5                     4                  4                      4 

        Initial status (h)         8                  8                   -5                 -5                     -6    
 
                              Unit6            Unit7            Unit8            Unit9              Unit10 

        Pmax(MW)              80                 85                  55                55                  55 
 Pmin(MW)               20                 25                 10                10                   10  

        c  ($/h)                      370              480                660              665                670        
 b ($/MWh)               22.26           27.74             25.92           27.27             27.79 

        a ($/MW2-h)             0.00712       0.00079        0.00413       0.00222          0.00173 
 Min up (h)                 3                    3                    1                 1                     1        

        Min down (h)            3                    3                     1                 1                    1   
 Hot start cost ($)       170               260                30                30                  30        

        Cold start cost ($)     340                520                60                60                  60  
 Cold start hour (h)     2                    2                    0                  0                    0 

        Initial status (h)         -3                  -3                   -1                -1                   -1 
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